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This is a joyous collection that deals with everything from life to death 
BOE�BMM�UIBU�JT�UP�CF�FYQFSJFODFE�CFUXFFO��ăFSF�JT�B�TFOTF�UIBU�UIF�QPFNT�
collected in Broken Starfish have been written by a man who is drawing 
together the threads of his life in the most superb way to recognize and 
reflect the beauty and wonder of being alive right here, right now.

Briefly Noted

Between Two Dates�CZ�,XBLV�'FOJ�"EPX�	(IBOB��.BNCB�"GSJDB�1SFTT
��
��� QBHFT�� FCPPL� 	QEG 
�� *4#/� ������������������� "WBJMBCMF� BT� GSFF�
download from Africa Haiku Network @ https://africahaikunetwork.
wordpress.com/downloads/

,XBLV�'FOJ�"EPX�UPPL�VQ�IBJLV� JO������BOE�XPO�"GSJDB�T�đSTU�IBJLV�
DPOUFTU�JO�������/PX�IF�PĈFST�VT�IJT�đSTU�F�DIBQCPPL��ăJSUZ�TJY�IBJLV�
revolve around funerals, cemeteries, and moments of remembrance with 
grim humor and poignant insight. Translations into Twi (by Adjei Agyei-
#BBI
�BOE�'SFODI�	CZ�,FJUI�"��4JNNPOET
�BMTP�HSBDF�UIF�QBHF��8PSUI�
a read in any language. funeral— / his sleep empty / of snore; after the fu-
neral— / slipping into / father’s shoes; funeral wreath / a life / gone full circle  
– mrb

One Branch�CZ�4UVBSU�#BSUPX�	8JODIFTUFS�7B���3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
��
����QBHFT�� ����¤ �����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPSFE� DBSE� DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFENPPOQSFTT�DPN�

Stuart Bartow, professor of writing and literature, comes to haiku through 
“long” poetry—and it shows in the best way. This, his second collection 
of haiku, takes us on a fascinating journey through the fallow lands sepa-
rating genres, wherein Bartow gleans hybrid poems of subtle artistry and 
haiku of graceful resonance and ambiguity. Nature, western literature, 
and the conundrums of cosmological physics are all grist for his mill, 
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PĕFO�JO�DPNCJOBUJPO��0OMZ�DPOTJEFS�iUIF�CFBS�JO�NZ�XJOEPX�����XJOUFS�
stars”. After a moment’s reflection the bear becomes one of the Ursa con-
TUFMMBUJPOT�PG�DPVSTF��#VU�JO�UIF�DPOUFYU�PG�UIF�DPMMFDUJPO�BT�B�XIPMF�UIJT�
reviewer also remembers the passage from Madame Bovary that ends, “…
human speech is like cracked kettle on which we beat out lines for bears 
UP�EBODF�UP�XIFO�XF�MPOH�UP�NPWF�UIF�TUBST�UP�QJUZu�	1BSU�**�DIBQUFS���
��
One Branch, with near a hundred ku and nine haibun, comes close—not 
to moving the stars, but to moving us to new insight. Recommended. last 
week’s haircut / is that me / in the phoebe’s nest; half-buried bottle / ants’ pal-
ace / through a glass darkly; night fishing / my lure lost / in the stars  – mrb

A Turn in the River, by Brad Bennett (Winchester, Va.: Red Moon 
1SFTT� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ����¤ ����� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPSFE� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFE-
moonpress.com 

Go to elementary school teacher Brad Bennet when you need reminding 
that good old-fashioned contemporary haiku is still worth reading and 
XSJUJOH��)JT�TFOTJUJWJUZ�UP�UIF�FTTFODFT�PG�FYQFSJFODF�BOE�UIF�OVBODFT�PG�
MBOHVBHF�BSF�TVDI�UIBU�JO�IJT�IBOET�BT�UIF�XSJUFS�0DUBWJP�1B[�PODF�QVU�
it, “poet and reader are two moments of a single reality.” Recommended. 
first snow … / half the class drifts / to the window; the moment / the fog dis-
appears / passes; the bed I’m not sleeping in moonlight  – mrb

The Golem & the Nazi, by Anna Cates (Winchester, Va.: Red Moon Press, 
����
������QBHFT�����¤ ����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPSFE�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFENPPOQSFTT�DPN�

As the title of Anna Cates’s first book of haibun (though not of main-
TUSFBN� QPFUSZ� PS� đDUJPO
� NJHIU� TVHHFTU� UIJT� DPMMFDUJPO� QBTTFT� GPS� B�
weighty affair. Eighty-nine pieces fall into four sections, one of which—
the last—presents the more-or-less autobiographical fare that many 
readers will recognize as common to the genre. The first three sections, 
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IPXFWFS� DPOGPVOE� FYQFDUBUJPOT� CZ� FYQMPSJOH� UIF� OBUVSF� PG� HPPE� BOE�
evil, conjuring mythological beasts past and present (the “drows” and 
uNPVOUBJO�EXBSGTu�PG�NPEFSO�GBOUBTZ�HFU�UIFJS�TIPVU�PVU
�BOE�JORVJS-
JOH�JOUP�EJWJOBUJPOT�CPUI�NZTUJDBM�BOE�SFMJHJPVT��$BUFT�FYQMPSFT�IFS�OPWFM�
subject matter with a fictional imagination drawn to the edge: “There is 
nothing new to say, and yet, my thirst remains. I still want to hear the tale 
of misfits who fell in love, the underdog who beat the odds, murderers 
who almost got away…” Like a witch stirring her cauldron, she casts spells 
with a litany of potent words, “words comprising a vast sea where sail the 
golden gods on glistening ships — Plunders, pillages, and rapes, songs 
sung to cinch the irony as bull whips crack with time across backs or 
boards, creaking with sea-sickness, decks slippery with vomited run.” Yet 
GPS�BMM�UIF�FYQFSJNFOUBM�WFSWF�PG�UIF�QSPTF�UIF�IBJLV�BSF�NPTUMZ�TFSWJDF-
able and conservative affairs, without recourse to avant-garde technique. 
That said, many do hit the mark and hit it well. In “The Golem and the 
Nazi,” the eponymous, opening haibun, a soldier in jackboots attempts 
to kill the Golem, that magical being of inanimate mud and clay, only 
to turn himself to “ash in the synagogue’s burning”: blood moon / what a 
single spark / will do  – mrb

Moon Music�CZ�#JMM�$PPQFS�	8JODIFTUFS�7B���3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
��
����QBHFT�� ����¤ �����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPSFE� DBSE� DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFENPPOQSFTT�DPN

Reading Bill Cooper’s new collection of haiku is, to paraphrase the poet 
BOE�OPWFMJTU�0DFBO�7VPOH�MJLF�XBUDIJOH�ZPVSTFMG�XBUDI�UIF�XSJUFS�XBUDI�
himself from behind, as he goes further and deeper into a landscape col-
ored in with birds, music, children, campus classrooms, and other mind-
ful concerns. The parallel worlds of percept and concept bleed into one 
another as Cooper journeys from egrets “unruffled by my shadow” to 
BMM�OJHIUFST� iFYQMPSJOH� TZOUBDUJD� JODMVTJPOT�u� *O�CFUXFFO�XF� BSF� USFBUFE�
to a wealth of sensory moments that portray the poet’s given world. Rec-
ommended. the yellow crown / of a heron at dawn / whispering reeds; af-
ter neurology / comparing thin slices / of strawberry; how to shape the next 
breath molten glass  – mrb
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Side by Side�QPFNT�CZ�4ZMWJB�'PSHFT�3ZBO��QSJOUT�CZ�4BOESB�0MFOJL�	*O-
EJB��$ZCFSXJU�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPW-
FST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�POMJOF�
booksellers.  

From a seasoned haiku poet less active in recent years, a return to an old 
DPMMBCPSBUJPO��GSPN������UP������'PSHFT�3ZBO�BOE�0MFOJL�XPSLFE�UP-
gether as editor and artist, respectively, on the haiku journal Frogpond. In 
this new chapbook, they match some thirty unambiguous yet sensitive 
IBJLV�CZ�'PSHFT�3ZBO�XJUI�BO�JOUSJHVJOH�TFU�PG�BCTUSBDU�QSJOUT�CZ�0MFOJL��
The pairings seem inspired, so much so that one wonders about the col-
laborators’ creative process. Which came first, the verbal or the visual art? 
(JWFO�UIF�BCTUSBDU�OBUVSF�PG�0MFOJL�T�XPSL�POF�BTTVNFT�UIF�GPSNFS��)FSF�
printed in grayscale but originally in color (as the front and back covers 
BUUFTU
�UIF�BSU�FDIPFT�XJUIPVU�JMMVTUSBUJOH�UIF�JOTJHIUT�PG�UIF�LV��4JEF�CZ�
side with Day’s end / how peacefully darkness / slips into the river, to give 
POF�FYBNQMF�0MFOJL�FOWJTJPOT�B�SFDUBOHMF�QBUUFSOFE�JO�MJHIU�HSBZ�B�TNBMM�
corner of which awaits the insertion of a darker piece to complete the 
whole. The effect is stunning—insofar as the poor quality of the printing 
allows; too many of the prints seem washed out, thus dulled in impact. 
/POFUIFMFTT�UIF�CPPL�SFNBJOT�BO�FYFSDJTF�JO�DPMMBCPSBUJWF�KVYUBQPTJUJPO�
across art forms that is not to be missed. Heat wave / the trees thicken / 
with the call of cicadas; Losing my self / within a dark wood I find / a place 
of rest; Daybreak / a fawn’s shadow slips back / among the pines  – mrb

The Slant of April Snow� CZ� -BVSJF�%��.PSSJTTFZ� XJUI� JMMVTUSBUJPOT� CZ�
-BVSFUUF� $BSSPMM� BOE� %BWJE�.�� $BSSPMM� 	8JODIFTUFS� 7B��� 3FE�.PPO�
1SFTT� ����
�� ��� QBHFT�� ����¤ ����� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPSFE� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFE-
moonpress.com 

0O�UIF�CBDL�DPWFS�PG�XIBU�MPPLT�UP�CF�.PSSJTTFZ�T�đSTU�DIBQCPPL�UIF�MBUF�
1BVM�.BD/FJM�QSBJTFT�IFS�BT�iB�UPQ�DMBTT�OBUVSF�QPFU�u�ăBU�TIF�JT��4JYUZ�
two poems, gathered in three seasonal sections beginning with the tran-
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TJUJPO�GSPN�XJOUFS�UP�TQSJOH�FYQMPSF�B�CVDPMJD�/FX�&OHMBOE�MBOETDBQF�
with fresh imagery, gentle humor, and the sensitive handling of haiku 
UFDIOJRVF��ăF� QPFU� FYDFMT� BU� DSFBUJOH� B� TFOTF� PG� JOUJNBDZ�XJUI� UIF�
things of her world, with the reader, and thus between reader and world 
as well. Always soft-spoken and understated, often deeply intuitive and 
insightful, Morrissey offers up a collection of common moments for all 
to savor. Recommended. winter dusk / snow falling steadily / through the 
owl; alpine bog / cotton flowers / do the wave; red-tipped maples / the slant 
/ of april snow  – mrb

Umbrellas Rising, by William McCrea Ramsey (Winchester, Va.: Red 
.PPO�1SFTT�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPSFE�DBSE�DPW-
FST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�
redmoonpress.com 

In the foreword to this heart-twisting chapbook, Ramsey writes that in a 
“postmodern age of unease,” of shifting truths both personal and societal, 
he turns to haiku as a means of re-establishing “equipoise.” How navigate 
the death of a son, a friend, a people, a planet? How reconcile one’s own 
CFBSJOH�PO�UIF�MJGF�DZDMFT�PG�PUIFS�CFJOHT �0OMZ�DPOOFDU�BT�UIF�QPFU�EPFT�
with the squashed worm, the trout on the hook, “girls raped in Sudan,” or 
the “width of the sky”—and the mind shifts in spite of all reason, intui-
tively, “to receive” the rain. tsunami / unexpectedly / my tongue falls out; a 
driftwood limb / snagging my trouser cuff— / death day of our boy; a firefly’s 
gleam / plumbing the cosmos / just that much  – mrb

Sunshine Blooms & Haiku, by Sneha Sundaram ( Jersey City, N.J.: Pri-
WBUFMZ�QSJOUFE�����
������QBHFT������¤ ����.BUUF� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE�DPW-
FST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�POMJOF�
booksellers.

In this first collection of some 125 haiku, Sneha Sundaram, a native of 
.VNCBJ�OPX�MJWJOH�JO�UIF�6OJUFE�4UBUFT�FYQMPSFT�UIF�CJUUFSTXFFUOFTT�PG�
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life in its seasonal rounds. The repeated use of what look to be clipart 
JNBHFT�	BU�MFBTU�B�EP[FO�PG�UIFN�TFWFSBM�UJNFT�PWFS
�TFOUJNFOUBMJ[FT�UIF�
poems unnecessarily. Most of the haiku—sunshiny or not—capably earn 
their own emotional impact. Sundaram is, indeed, particularly eloquent 
on the longings of love: waiting for you / to make the first move / cherry 
blossoms; stolen kisses / the moon trapped / in thin ice; waiting / to be kissed 
again / sea pebbles  – mrb

Haiku Guy Omnibus� CZ� %BWJE� (�� -BOPVF� 	/FX� 0SMFBOT� -B��� )BJ-
LVHVZ�DPN� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ����¤ ���� .BUU� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
perfectbound. ISBN 978-1-73330 16-2-6. Price: $19.99 from online 
booksellers.

0O�UIF�UXFOUJFUI�BOOJWFSTBSZ�PG�Haiku Guy—Lanoue’s first haiku nov-
el—he has gathered all five books in the sequence (Haiku Guy, Laugh-
ing Buddha, Haiku Wars, Frog Poet, and Dewdrop World
�JOUP�POF�EPPS�
TUPQQFS�PG�B�WPMVNF��0SJHJOBMMZ�XSJUUFO�BT�QBSU�OPWFM�QBSU�IBJLV�QSJNFS�
Lanoue imagines what it would be like to be haiku master Issa’s student; 
and if anyone knows Issa, it is Lanoue. Yet the books quickly move be-
yond that premise into a playful, yet educational romp through time and 
space. Quirky and loads of fun.  – pm

Ostrich Stride�CZ�,VSU�8FTUMFZ�	8JODIFTUFS�7B���3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
��
��� QBHFT�� ����¤ ����� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPSFE� DBSE� DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFENPPOQSFTT�DPN�

0O�UIF�3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�XFCTJUF�UIJT�DIBQCPPL�JT�EFTDSJCFE�BT�iOPU�GPS�
everyone.” How true. Though this is his third selection of poems to be 
published and Westley has been writing haiku for the over forty years, 
he largely avoids haiku journals. Such isolation allows for idiosyncratic 
developments that may lead to breath-taking vistas. They may also lead to 
dead-ends, unlikely to inspire fellow poets. Ostrich Stride arguably con-
tains both. In fifty one-line haiku the poet leads his reader deep into a 
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backwoods mountain landscape graced with abundant flora and fauna, 
marred by human indifference and violence. Much of the imagery is 
raw, unusual, bluntly stirring. Much of the craft lacks the concision or 
the tension that revs up so small a poem. And yet, not altogether un-
accountably, many of these haiku work marvelously well. whereabouts? 
fog-grounded redwing perched on mile marker 56.4; squinting at remote 
mountain through wash-line shirt’s stray bullet hole …; rust-blistered coal 
cars rumbling right through hamlet’s darker secret …  – mrb

The Strangest Conversation, by Joshua Eric Williams (Winchester, Va.: 
3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPSFE�DBSE�
DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� ������������������� 1SJDF�� ������� GSPN�
www.redmoonpress.com 

Williams may consider his collection of haiku “the strangest conversa-
tion” but it’s a compelling one at that. He “speaks” all kinds of haiku, from 
shasei-like verse to contemporary craft to the gendai wedge of meaning 
in the impossible or surreal. And the polyglotism works. As in the spiro-
graph art piece the poet made for the cover, lines of thought and imagery 
weave in and out of the emotional core of the chapbook with sustained 
purpose. Rain, scarecrows, words (to name but a few recurrent “things” 
PG�8JMMJBNT�T�XPSME
�BMPOH�XJUI�SFHSFUT�MPTT�BOE�NFNPSZ�MJNO�UIF�DFO-
tral premise of our lives: the rising and falling awareness of death—and of 
life: deep breaths the distance of a falling star; starless night— / the first ka-
tydid / I sing back to; moonlit tracks / stars walked / out of the snow  – mrb

Sitting Upright: Therapy Haiku & Senryu, by Robert Epstein (West 
6OJPO� 8�7��� .JEEMF� *TMBOE� 1SFTT� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ���¤ ���� (MPTTZ�
GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF��
$13.0 0  from online booksellers.

Robert Epstein is a licensed psychotherapist and anthologist who has 
spent years and several volumes detailing the ways humans interact emo-
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UJPOBMMZ�XJUI�UIF�XPSME��ăF�DVSSFOU�WPMVNF�GPDVTFT�PO�IJT�FYQFSJFODFT�
as a therapist, and he seeks to uncover little truths in each moment of 
the therapist / client relationship. Sometimes, not-surprisingly, consid-
ering his years in the field, that leads to reportage, as in a poem such as 
“procrastination— / why can’t we call it / slow cooking.” Yet other times, he 
đOET�USVF�IBJLV�BOE�TFOSZV�JO�IJT�NFFUJOHT��0OF�NJHIU�FYQFDU�B�DFSUBJO�
jadedness in tone, and it can be found if looked for, but Epstein seems to 
be more concerned with finding genuine moments of connection; and he 
is sometimes surprised with what he finds. An enjoyable collection. final 
meeting / shaking hands / for the first time; pain is just pain the waterfall 
calendar  – pm

Postcard Days� CZ� +FOOJGFS� 4PVMF� 	$JODJOOBUJ� 0IJP�� $IFSSZ� (SPPWF�
$PMMFDUJPOT� ����
�� ��� QBHFT�� ���¤ ���� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� ������������������� 1SJDF�� ������� GSPN� POMJOF�
booksellers.

A collection of haiku, haibun, and other short poems that detail aspects 
of the poet’s transient life. The title refers to the smaller moments of life, 
the ones often overlooked. The haiku are quiet poems that don’t seek to 
alienate the reader, or abruptly shift direction, but instead, shasei-like, 
color in the small blank spots of larger stories. Some are too narrative to 
CF�GVMMZ�TBUJTGZJOH�CVU�NBOZ�IJU�UIF�NBSL��0OF�GSPN�UIF�IBJCVO�i8JOUFS�
Woman.”  Sunday snow / white on ponderosa pines— / quiet woman’s day; 
a solo haiku: fish market — / gulls and shoppers / snap up catch-of -the-day   
– pm

Scattered Leaves� CZ�,BODIBO�$IBUUFSKFF� 	*OEJB��"VUIPST�1SFTT�����
��
���QBHFT������¤ �����.BUUF�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/�
978-93-89615-53-1. Price: inquire of author

We are familiar with Chatterjee’s haiku from recent issues of this journal, 
so we were delighted to see this collection’s fuller representation. Haiku 
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IBT�CFFO�FYQMPEJOH�JO�*OEJB�GPS�UIF�MBTU�EFDBEF�BOE�$IBUUFSKFF�JT�POF�PG�
its best practitioners. His poems are firmly rooted in a strong haiku tradi-
tion of seasonal images, and they wouldn’t be out of place among Blyth’s 
translations, using as they do some well-trod kigo. Yet Chatterjee tran-
TDFOET�DMJDIÊ�CZ�FYQMPSJOH�UIF�DPOUSBTUT�PG�NPEFSO�*OEJB�T�BHSBSJBO�BOE�
urban societies. This tug between the modern man—he is a government 
employee working in finance—and the multi-faceted nature of his coun-
try makes for satisfactory reading. The moments he describes are easily 
relatable—and he isn’t afraid to look at himself, in what is likely a com-
mentary on all people, self-deprecatingly, as in the haiku: moon viewing … 
/ we compare the price / of our cameras. We are glad to see his work reach a 
larger audience. monsoon drizzle— / the billboard model sips / Darjeeling 
tea  – pm

On the Fly, by Andrea Eldridge (Windsor, Conn.: buddha baby press, 
����
�����QBHFT������¤ ����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�UIF�BVUIPS�BU������:BMF�
Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711.

Eldridge is a pilot, so she and editor Stanford Forrester have structured 
the book in what feels like a series of air journeys, complete with stops in 
foreign locales. Some of the haiku are large, things seen from an aircraft at 
35,0 0 0  feet, while others are small and intimate. This gives the collection 
a breadth that is satisfyingly varied; and ultimately, we feel like we have 
accompanied the poet on her journey. Eldridge’s strength as a poet lies in 
UIFTF�WBSJBUJPOT�PG�QFSTQFDUJWF�BOE�GSPN�UIFN�TIF�DSFBUFT�JOUFSFTUJOH�KVY-
tapositions.  An enjoyable outing. an ember swirls / along the highway— / 
loose horses; not attached / to anything / butterfly wing  – pm

Moment� CZ� *BO� 5VSOFS� 	'SBODF�� -FT� 1SFTTFT� -JUUÊSBJSFT� ����
�� ����
QBHFT�����¤ ����� �.BUUF�CFJHF�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/�������
0 69937-25-3. Price: $10 .0 0  plus $10 .0 0  postage from the author at turn-
FSJBO��!HNBJM�DPN
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"� SFUSPTQFDUJWF� PG�5VSOFS�T� IBJLV� BOE� TFOSZV� 	XJUI� B� GFX� UBOLB
� GSPN�
1997 – 20 20 . He is better known on the other side of the pond, his work 
well-represented in Blithe Spirit and Presence. He is a keen wordsmith, 
and his poems ask to be read aloud, often using alliteration to good ef-
fect; this can at times give his poems a nostalgic tinge. But his poems feel 
very much of a moment and place. And at three-to-a-page there is much 
to enjoy. a keen moon / the old cat’s belly / hangs flaccidly; sarcophagus / her 
hand in his / always  – pm

Dewdrops, by Roger Watson and Su Wai Hlaing (United Kingdom: 
:PVME� 1VCMJTIJOH� ����
�� ��� QBHFT�� ���¤ �����(MPTTZ� CMBDL� BOE�XIJUF�
DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/������������������1SJDF��b�����GSPN�
the author at rwatson1955@gmail.com

A collection of haiku and senryu from two poets arranged into a kind 
of narrative. At times, because of the arrangement, one poet seems to be 
responding to the other, so you get a nice change of viewpoint. Watson 
is the better of the two poets, and his senryu are superior to his haiku. In 
them, we find relatable, everyday images and ideas. Many are humorously 
ironic; and even when they veer into unfinished ideas or statements he 
has something to say. Hlaing’s poems are a bit too cause and effect, al-
UIPVHI�TIF�IJUT�PO�PDDBTJPO��0OF�GSPN�FBDI��peeing in the snow / not quite 
/ my full name� 	38
�� small talk / my patient forgets about / the needle 
	48)
��m�QN

Haiku Enlightenment, by Gabriel Rosenstock (No place: Poetry Chai-
LIBOB� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ���¤ ���� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� ������������������� 1SJDF�� ������� GSPN� POMJOF�
booksellers.

The current volume is a welcome repackaging (at a dramatically lower 
QSJDF�QPJOU�
�PG������T�Haiku Enlightenment and Haiku: The Gentle Art 
of Disappearing, plus a few other later writings.  As mentioned in our 
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review in Modern Haiku������XF�FOKPZFE�UIF�UPVS�EF�GPSDF�UIBU�JT�3PTFO-
stock’s writing, but lamented a cohesiveness to the whole. He is an enjoy-
BCMF�XSJUFS�BOE�UIF�CPPL�JT�GVMM�PG�OVNFSPVT�IBJLV�FYBNQMFT�GSPN�CPUI�
Japanese- and English-language haiku; and Rosenstock does a fine job of 
walking the reader through his interpretations of them—or perhaps, how 
they relate to the nebulous idea of enlightenment. His greatest strength 
is the cast of characters, other writers, stories, and anecdotes he brings to 
bear on individual haiku. In our previous review we were put off by the 
high price tag; that’s not a reason anymore. An enjoyable volume worth 
checking out.  – pm

A Bird Who Seems to Know Me: Poems and Haiku about Birds and Na-
ture�CZ�8BMMZ�4XJTU�	#BJOCSJEHF�*TMBOE�8BTI���&Y�0QIJEJB�1SFTT�����
��
���QBHFT�����¤ �����.BUUF� GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/�
978-0 -578-52156-5. Price: $21.50  from online booksellers.

8JOOFS�PG�UIF�&Y�0QIJEJB�1SFTT�1SJ[F�GPS������UIF�DVSSFOU�WPMVNF�JT�B�
QMFBTJOH�NJY�PG�4XJTU�T�MPOHFS�WFSTF�BOE�IJT�IBJLV��ăF�DPMMFDUJPO�SFWPMWFT�
around the theme of birds, which works well with Swist’s reverence of na-
UVSF��*U�DPOUBJOT�đĕZ�MPOHFS�QPFNT�BOE�đĕZ�TJY�IBJLV��8IJMF�SFBEFST�XJMM�
be familiar with his haiku from the pages of this magazine, the current 
volume will serve as a good introduction to his other verse; of which he is 
a multi-award winner and National Book Award nominee. For Swist, the 
UXP�GPSNT�BSF�B�HPPE�KPJO��)F�FYDFMT�JO�EFTDSJQUJPOT�PG�UIF�OBUVSBM�XPSME�
	IJT�DBSFGVM�VTF�PG�MBOHVBHF�JT�FOKPZBCMF
�BOE�XIFSF�IJT�IBJLV�TUPQ�TIPSU�
PG�B�GVMMFS�OBSSBUJWF�IJT�MPOHFS�WFSTF�BMMPXT�IJN�UP�FYQMPSF�IPX�UIFTF�JO-
teractions with nature relate to him. In Swist’s universe, nature and man-
kind are interconnected. A tug in one is a tug in the other, as if all were 
connected by a string—a string Swist has his perceptive ear to. Swist is 
the rare poet to sit in both haiku and verse camps; the current volume is 
the perfect place to view both. Recommended. thinking no one knows / 
the song in my heart— / a warbler eyeing me; a goldfinch alights / the patch 
of rabbit’s foot clover — / dusk deepening  – pm
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Furrows of Snow, by Glenn G. Coats (Arlington, Va.: Turtle Light Press, 
����
�����QBHFT������¤ ����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�POMJOF�CPPLTFMMFST�

Winner of the 20 19 Turtle Light Press Haiku Chapbook Contest. That 
Coats has lived much of his life near or in water is apparent upon delv-
ing into this, his second collection of haiku. Yet, despite water’s way of 
TMJQQJOH�BXBZ�	XIFUIFS�UISPVHI�SJWFST� UJEFT� SBJO�FUD��
� GPS�$PBUT� JU� JT�
the living anchor for many poignant, familial moments. This imperma-
OFODF�PG�XBUFS�BOE�JU�JT�OFWFS�TUBHOBOU�JO�IJT�XPSL�KVYUBQPTFT�OJDFMZ�XJUI�
memories of his mother and other family members. He values them all 
the more for this briefness. A good collection that made us want more. 
summer currents / I speak more slowly / to my mother; melting snow / songs 
that are gone / by morning  – pm

Danish Haiku Today 2109, ed. Thorvald Berthelsen (No place: The Hai-
LV�(SPVQ�PG�UIF�%BOJTI�"VUIPS�T�4PDJFUZ�����
�����QBHFT��FCPPL��*4#/�
978-87-93272-72-9. Available for free download in the digital library at 
www.thehaikufoundations.org

'PSUZ�UISFF�%BOJTI�QPFUT�BSF�SFQSFTFOUFE�JO�UIJT�FCPPL�BOUIPMPHZ�FBDI�
QPFU�QSFTFOUJOH�VTVBMMZ�UXP�QPFNT�PO�UIFJS�QBHF�JO�&OHMJTI�BOE�%BOJTI��
"T�UIF�'PSFXPSE�FYQMBJOT��i<ăF�%BOJTI>�EP�OPU�IBWF�B�TUBOEBSE�OPSN�
for the haiku. Therefor[e] the anthology is a wide range of different re-
TQPOTFT� UP�XIBU�%BOJTI�IBJLV� JT�u�ăJT� JT� DFSUBJOMZ� USVF�BOE�WBSJBUJPOT�
range from statements, to imaginative bits of thought, to what we would 
DPOTJEFS� IBJLV�� 4PNF� FYBNQMFT�� The broken, old tree / A mossy, magic 
dragon / Come-on, let us fly�	#JSHJU�#BDI
��Above the blue spring / white 
moon over oak and stream / a cosmic cyclops�	&SJL�5SJHHFS�0MFTFO
��i#F-
hind the looking glass” In a place for / nobody grass is meeting / butter-
fly scales�	ăPSWBME�#FSUIFMTFO
��Stranger / I open my arms / and become 
larger 	)FJEJF�$MFNFOT
��a word that takes time   defoliation ( Johannes S. 
)��#KFSH
���m�QN
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Four Moons�CZ�-FF�&OTMPX�	#FBWFS�*B���5SFFEPN�1SFTT�����
�����QBH-
FT��� ��¤ � ���.BUUF�HSFFO�DBSE�DPWFST��TUBQMF�CPVOE��/P�*4#/��1SJDF��
�������GSPN�UIF�BVUIPS�BU�10�#PY����#FBWFS�*"�������

Enslow set himself the challenge of writing a four-haiku sequence for 
FBDI�QIBTF�PG�UIF�NPPO�GPS�POF�NPPO�JO�FBDI�TFBTPO�SFTVMUJOH�JO�TJYUFFO�
TIPSU�TFRVFODFT�JO�B�IBOE�NBEF�DIBQCPPL��ăF�SFTVMUT�BSF�NJYFE��8IJMF�
some of the poems are striking in their imagery, too often he sums them 
up in the last half, making them more statement than haiku (i.e. Receded 
flood finds / the creek bank sand eroded— / so I sit downstream
��"EE�UP�
this the occasional personification and we begin to suspect that this is a 
EFWJBUJPO�GSPN�IJT�OPSNBM�QPFUJD�QSBDUJDF�QSPCBCMZ�JO�PUIFS�GPSNT��0OF�
of the better efforts: Blue enamel plate / with white stars scattered across— 
/ waiting for my squash  – pm

Stumbling Toward Happiness: haibun and hybrid poems, by Kat Lehm-
BOO�	/P�QMBDF�����5SFFT�1SFTT�����
�����QBHFT�����¤ ����.BUUF�GPVS�DPMPS�
DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF��������GSPN�
online booksellers.

A collection of 10 9 haibun and haibun-like poems; in the haibun-like po-
ems, the capping verse is either a tanka or what she calls “small stones”—
WFSTFT�XJUI�GPVS�UP�TJY� MJOFT��"MM�UIF�QPFNT�BEESFTT�QIJMPTPQIJDBM�RVFT-
UJPOT�JO�XIJDI�-FINBOO�TJĕT�FYQFSJFODF�PS�EJMFNNB�GPS�NFBOJOH�PĕFO�
coming to a stoic-like “conclusion,” although she is the first to admit: 
“We will never be finished or fully arrive, nor is this necessary.” The indi-
vidual pieces are enjoyable reads, and if one ever needed a daily pick-me-
up this is a book to reach for. It is enjoyable to follow her paths, to listen 
to her metaphors, and see how she then returns to herself. If there is a flaw 
with the model, it is that she doesn’t always let the reader into the discus-
sion enough; we have to be contented with unnamed “troubles” or “loss.” 
That said, a lovely capping haiku from the haibun “Gratitude:” the simple 
beauty / in second hand things / moonlight – pm
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Because of this Light: Evergreen Haiku Study Group, eds. Jennifer Burd 
and Michele Root-Bernstein (East Lansing, Mich.: Evergreen Haiku 
1SFTT� ����
�� ��� QBHFT�� ���¤ ����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST�� TBEEMF�
stapled. No ISBN. Price: $6.0 0  from evergreenhaiku@gmail.com

Since 20 16 the Evergreen Haiku Study Group has been meeting on the 
&BTU�-BOTJOH�DBNQVT�PG�.JDIJHBO�4UBUF�6OJWFSTJUZ�UP�TIBSF�BOE�FYQMPSF�
haiku. The group is composed of “students and community members, 
of novice poets and old hands at haiku, of casual and dedicated partici-
QBOUTwu� ZFU� BMM� BSF� TFFLJOH� UP� TIBSF� UIFJS� FYQFSJFODFT� UISPVHI� UIF�IBJ-
ku form. Each poet gets two pages in the anthology, one for a brief bio 
or statement describing their engagement with haiku, the other for up 
UP�UISFF�QPFNT��"T�XPVME�CF�FYQFDUFE� JO�BO�BOUIPMPHZ� UIF�WPJDFT�BOE�
styles vary widely. Because of this Light is an enjoyable introduction to 
the group and a calling card each member can proudly present to inter-
ested parties. twilight mist … / the albino buck almost / seems to be (Bruce 
$VSUJT
��morning fog / its own / pajamas�	)BSPME�$PXIFSE
��rain soaked, 
slowly / he spreads his great coat / blue heron�	.BSHP�4NJUI
��tugging on its 
rope / the rowboat docked / in my dreams�	.JDIFMF�3PPU�#FSOTUFJO
  – pm


